
Everything You Need to Know About Writing
Term Sheets For Convertible Note Offerings
For LLCs
Are you considering raising funds for your LLC through convertible note
offerings? If so, you're certainly making a smart move. Convertible notes have
become increasingly popular among startups and small businesses as a flexible
and efficient way to secure funding from investors. But before you jump into the
world of convertible notes, it's essential to have a solid understanding of term
sheets and how to write them. In this article, we'll delve into the intricacies of
writing term sheets for convertible note offerings for LLCs, ensuring you have all
the information you need to navigate this exciting financing option successfully.

Understanding the Basics: What Are Convertible Note Offerings?

A convertible note offering is a type of fundraising activity where investors provide
capital to a company in exchange for a promissory note that can be converted
into equity at a later stage, typically upon the occurrence of a specified event
such as the company's next financing round. These offerings are incredibly
appealing for LLCs due to their simplicity and flexibility. The terms of convertible
notes can be customized to suit the needs of both the company and the
investors, making it a win-win situation for all parties involved.

The Importance of Term Sheets in Convertible Note Offerings

A term sheet is a document outlining the terms and conditions of a proposed
investment or transaction. It serves as a roadmap for both the company and the
investors, clearly defining the key aspects of the convertible note offering. Writing



a comprehensive and well-structured term sheet is crucial to ensure that all
parties are on the same page and can move forward with confidence.
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When it comes to writing term sheets for convertible note offerings for LLCs,
there are several factors that need to be taken into consideration:

1. Conversion Terms

The conversion terms determine how the convertible notes will convert into
equity. This includes the conversion price, conversion discount, and any other
specific requirements agreed upon between the company and the investors.
Clearly specifying these terms in the term sheet helps avoid any confusion or
disputes later on.

2. Interest Rate
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Convertible notes often accrue interest over time. The interest rate should be
clearly stated in the term sheet to ensure that both parties are aware of the
financial implications. It's important to strike a balance between providing
reasonable returns for the investors and not burdening the company with
excessive interest obligations.

3. Maturity Date

The maturity date is the deadline for the company to repay the convertible notes if
they have not converted into equity by that time. Including a specific maturity date
in the term sheet adds a level of certainty for both the company and the investors.
It's crucial to consider the company's projected cash flows and growth trajectory
when determining an appropriate maturity date.

4. Rights and Protections

The term sheet should outline the rights and protections granted to the investors,
such as information rights and voting rights. These provisions ensure that
investors have the necessary tools to protect their investment and stay informed
about the company's progress.

Crafting a Winning Term Sheet

Writing a term sheet for convertible note offerings for LLCs is an art that requires
careful consideration. Here are some tips to help you craft a winning term sheet:

1. Be Clear and Concise

Avoid using complex jargon or technical language that might confuse the readers.
Keep the terms simple and ensure that all parties can easily understand the
content of the term sheet.

2. Seek Legal Advice



Consulting with a legal professional specializing in financing transactions is highly
recommended when drafting term sheets. They can provide valuable insights and
ensure that the document is legally sound.

3. Negotiate and Collaborate

The term sheet serves as a starting point for negotiations between the company
and the investors. Be open to feedback and suggestions, and work collaboratively
to reach mutually beneficial terms.

4. Include an Executive Summary

An executive summary at the beginning of the term sheet can effectively highlight
the key terms and make it easier for readers to grasp the main points of the
proposed investment.

5. Proofread and Review

Before finalizing the term sheet, make sure to proofread it thoroughly to avoid any
typos or errors. Additionally, have all relevant parties review the document to
ensure everyone is in agreement.

Writing term sheets for convertible note offerings for LLCs is a crucial step in
securing funding for your company. By following the guidelines outlined in this
article, you'll be well-equipped to create a comprehensive and compelling term
sheet that paves the way for a successful convertible note offering. Remember,
the term sheet sets the stage for future negotiations, so invest the time and effort
needed to make it stand out.
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Term Sheets For Convertible Notes is a simple how-to guide for writing a term
sheet to raise seed financing for your startup. Convertible notes for a seed round
have several advantages over issuing a preferred equity interest, including
speed, cost, ownership and control.

The book has two sections. The first section walks through each term providing a
description and explanation for each term - the “what” and the “why” in simple to
understand language.

The second section provides you a template for an actual term sheet. Written
specifically to for a convertible note offering, each term has the exact language
for you to use. Any terms that require changes to reflect your specific deal are
highlighted in RED font.

Note that your device may not display color, but don’t worry, I’ve got you covered.
Your book now comes with a link to download a term sheet template that has
been drafted specifically for issuing convertible notes (the same term sheet as in
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the second section of the book, but in a two-column table format). Your template
comes in Microsoft Word, which makes it easy to edit and use.
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